"With 40 percent of all first marriages, and 50 percent of all second marriages ending in divorce, America’s 56 million married couples need help. Internationally renowned author and experienced therapist Dr. Tina B. Tessina offers struggling couples new techniques for saving marriage in a new book: MONEY, SEX, and KIDS: Stop Fighting about the Three Things That Can Ruin Your Marriage. Celebrity marriages in trouble, like Paul McCartney and Heather Mills or Brittnay Spears and Kevin Federline, could use these techniques, as could any struggling couple. Money, sex and kids are the three main issues which create turmoil in any marriage, and this book offers a fresh look at what it means to be married -- and what it takes to stay that way!

"These three universal conflicts are cornerstone issues that over time can erode even the strongest unions. Dr. Tessina, known on the Web as Dr. Romance, shows couples how to resolve their differences about these divisive issues before divorce court is the only option. MONEY, SEX and KIDS is a prescriptive, practical guide for couples who don’t know how to stop fighting and continue loving each other. Couples transform arguments into productive discussions.

Dr. Tessina’s creative approach to issues-specific problem-solving features these topics:

- Sample scripts to properly handle arguments
- Guidelines and exercises to deal with marital conflict
- Cases of other couples who have tackled the money, sex, kids conflict triangle

Redbook says: “With a Ph.D., 11 books, and 30 years of counseling experience under her belt... Tina Tessina has a lot to say about the everyday sof life and love.”